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The Mercenary Soldier 

 
 

Casually,  
he mentioned he was an alpha male,  
between his name,  
rank and beer of choice.  
 
Around his neck hung  
an unspent bullet. He said  
it was some gunman's superstition  
about cheating death,  
 
a secondhand pick-up line that  
turned me on between whiskey sours.  
I did end up in his motel room. 
Nothing better to do  
 
and Keyser, West Virginia 
is less boring in Summer,  
when the tanned boys 
working on Corridor H 
 
roll into Clancy's  
onto the stool next to mine 
and eventually ask, breath 
reeking of youth and courage,  
 
What's a girl like you doing here,  
I always answer, Necessity.  
But he didn't ask.  
He brushed himself  
 
against the back of my jeans,  
as I lined up cue stick to cue ball  
to number nine and asked me 
to draw it back slow. 
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   Off Beat Drummer 

 
She was in the band, well, not the band, just a band. They were opening for some 
slightly better known band that just got a record deal for enough money to cover their 
recording costs and print a few bumper stickers. She was the drummer. She was wearing 
a dirty Black Flag sleeveless t-shirt, showing off her wiry, pale arms freckled with black 
and white tattoos. Her tight black jeans were barely able to contain her thick thighs, each 
kick of the drum almost daring her jeans to rip at the seam. Sweat was dripping down 
her face smearing what little makeup she was wearing. I wanted to jump up on stage and 
rub it in, draw mascara cartons on her cheeks to take the edge off of her, make her a 
little less intimidating. 
 
But I didn’t go on stage. I didn’t even approach her after their set was finished. I stayed 
in the corner, back to the exposed brick wall that was deemed necessary in order to 
charge patrons six dollars a beer. She ordered whiskey, took a seat at the bar, and kept 
her head down. She was pounding her fists against her thighs seemingly unfulfilled from 
her short set. The song on the jukebox was some gutter punk song from the early 
nineties. Way too obscure for me. As the song’s tempo amped up her fists were joined 
by her feet tapping against the bar floor. Both were slightly off beat but that didn’t seem 
to matter to her. 
 
I ordered another beer, wanting to get a closer look at her. I was curious if she’d looked 
different without the imposing lighting from the stage. She looked more human 
somehow; her imperfections eased the invisible boundary that her stage presence had 
built. I chugged the lukewarm beer hoping for some sort of courage but the bottom of 
the bottle gave me no concrete answers, no plan of action, not even a suggestion. 
 
It had been a while since I’d been with a girl and even longer since I tried picking one 
up in a bar. The song ended abruptly leaving the chatter of conversations lingering in the 
air behind me. I braced myself against the open barstool, knees weak from beer and 
anticipation. I brushed up against her as I fell into my seat. She was still drumming, 
playing out the next song on the album, as the jukebox sat waiting for its next quarter. 
 
“Sorry about that,” I said. 
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No response, just more tapping. 
 
I ordered another beer and a shot, for her. I handed the bartender a ten and slid the shot 
glass over to her without making eye contact. I darted my hand in her direction, 
momentarily stopping her still twitching legs. She looked up and mumbled something 
but I continued to look straight ahead, staring into the rows of half filled liquor bottles, 
hoping my fear wasn’t as see through as the vodka. 
 
“Hold on a second,” I blurted out in her direction. 
 
I took my beer, got up and made my way to the jukebox. I played the previous song, 
finished my beer and looked for her thighs. They started moving frantically again, like a 
stringless puppet with a crazed master, still unable to maintain a beat. I left the bar 
happy enough to just get one last glimpse of those gorgeous thighs causing friction 
against the barstool.  
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 Blue Sweater 

 

My mother undresses in her closet, navy slacks and white lace bra exchanged for the 
same blue sweater—I'm five and familiar with that sweater, every pulled yarn and pill of 
fabric—perhaps even more familiar than her. She buttons its comically large buttons, 
leaving the top two undone. She doesn't bother with an undershirt, the crease of her low 
breasts visible. She blames me for why her breasts sag. They lay flat and empty on her 
freckled chest, her nipples ragged from when I'd latch and chew. The sweater is 
steadfast and cobalt after years of constant wear and washings, she'll remind me that I'm 
her little miracle girl. She speaks this in a voice strangely maternal. She hasn't told me 
about the three miscarriages before me or that my younger sister won't be my father's. I 
don't need to know these things now. She calls me her miracle girl, her voice almost 
overpowered by the dull hum of traffic on Route 220, driving along the curves of the 
Appalachians. 
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Dirty Bath Water 
 
Dad came home early that night. He was quiet entering the house, sober with his 
footsteps, steadily making his way towards the back of the house in to the kitchen where 
I was sitting. I’d been there since I came inside hours earlier, the sirens long gone, just a 
faded memory burned to the inside of my eyelids. There were still splatters of blood 
strewn about the sidewalk indiscriminately, the snow doing its best to cover it. Mom sat 
across the table from me playing with her cup of tea, bobbing the packet up and down, 
in and out of the now cold cup of water. She didn’t know what to say, she had no words 
to fill the empty room, to remove what I’d seen, to make me forget. 
 
“Man it’s a ghost town out there, no one on the road. The plant was only half full; in 
fact…” he looked up, interrupted by our silence. “What the hell happened here?” 
 
He was looking at me. Not me really, my neck and hands. There was still a layer of 
dried blood caked on. Like a greasy coating of syrup, it looked like one of those Jackson 
Pollock paintings that we studied in Art class in the fall. 
 
Mom got up and headed towards the sink. She began running the water. I think she just 
wanted to hear a noise, some subtle background sound to fill the emptiness that was 
threatening to swallow us all whole. 
 
“Well? 
 
“There was an accident.” My mother said, her back still facing us. 
 
“I’m asking him,” he said. 
 
I sat there, unmoved by his last comment. Unflinching to go along with my state of 
unfeeling. He pressed further, not willing to let it go. 
 
“What the fuck is goin’ on here? Whose blood is that Wilson?” 
 
More silence. This time I looked up into his eyes, full of tiredness from a day of 
standing and working with his hands. I could see enough pain behind them that I knew I 
wasn’t going to add on to the misery by recounting what I’d seen. 
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“Wilson, answer me for fuck sake!” 
 
“Leave him be honey. He’s been through a lot.” 
 
She was facing him now. She’d thrown me a life raft, an escape route. I took it without a 
second thought.  
 
“What the hell are y’all talking about? What happened?” 
 
I rushed past them and went upstairs. I needed to scrub myself clean, rid myself of the 
afternoon’s horror. 
 
“Hey, I’m not finished with you!” 
 
They continued their conversation as I climbed the stairs. Their voices grew muffled as I 
ascended the staircase. I didn’t want to hear it anyway. I didn’t want to have to listen to 
my mother struggle to put into words what I’d been through, to try and contextualize 
what happened. I ran the water for a bath. I couldn’t fathom standing through this 
process. My knees were weak from the afternoon’s cold air. It had stung me, pierced 
through my clothes and flesh, went straight for the bones, leaving my knees and ankles 
aching, barking out in pain. Ice cold, the stream of water forced me to refocus my 
thoughts on it and nothing else. The water’s temperature held a power, the power to 
eliminate its surroundings, to make them unnecessary, irrelevant. I didn’t need any 
coaxing, no need to slowly dip myself into the tub. I stopped the water as it reached the 
brim and slipped in, one motion, no hesitation. 
 
I accepted the cold, took a deep inhale and let out all of the stuff that happened earlier. If 
it were only that easy. I let the water envelop me. Within minutes, my extremities were 
numb. I rubbed my fingers against one another to see if I could coax some feeling into 
them. I wanted something, nothing at its deepest level, I wanted an out of body 
experience like the ones I saw late at night on the scy-fy channel. My right arm was now 
frozen, like an icicle. I had become less than the sum of my parts. I was incomplete now, 
physically broken to match my mindset. 
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I still don’t know why I didn’t wash the blood from my body when I first came in the 
house. It was now caked on, dried up, a part of me. I felt as if I had woken up with a skin 
rash or a conglomeration of birthmarks. Slowly it had seeped into my adolescent pores, 
pushing to get deeper inside. I didn’t clean off with a wash towel. This was a bare hands 
type of job. I needed to meet the man’s blood with my own touch. My fingers were 
running against my wet arms slowly rubbing off the remains of the worker. It felt good. I 
was doing something about it, taking control of the situation, repossessing what I’d 
momentarily lost a few hours earlier. 
 
The blood began to come off, mixing with the clear water around me. It started to 
congeal in the water, like an oil spill in the ocean. As the water slowly turned light red, 
the waves of the blood circling out further to reach the boundaries of the tub, I twirled 
my fingers through the water, picking up handfuls to examine the death water in my 
palm before it quickly swam through my fingers and back into the pool. 
 
I never liked taking baths; found the idea of sitting in my own filth repulsive. Hadn’t 
taken a bath since I was a baby and my mother would sit with me, playing with floatable 
rubber duckies, crashing miniature submarines into each other. 
 
I felt occupied, no longer alone. I was bathing with him, his presence around me, 
washing up against me like I was a shoreline rock taking on a wave. I kept the tub 
plugged not wanting to have the man’s blood drain away. This was the last of him that 
I’d ever get, the last chance to physically deal with what had happened. The rest of his 
remains were probably separated into a coffin for his body and a Ziploc bag for his 
ripped off extremities. My body now returned to its normal pale hue, I now felt empty. 
The scene, the accident caused by this thing had filled me up with something and now I 
was emptied out just as quickly. That afternoon was the first emotion that I felt since the 
weather descended upon us. I felt the significance of the event even if I couldn’t quite 
comprehend its ultimate meaning yet. I bent forward, opened my mouth and took a gulp 
of water. I swished it around my mouth for a moment, like mouthwash, before 
swallowing it. It had happened so quickly that I needed something to take with me, to 
keep inside of me at least for a few more days, so that I could remember what had 
happened. As much as I wanted to forget, I knew that I couldn’t and shouldn’t. 
 
The cannibalistic death water baptism was now complete. After weeks of silently 
begging for something, anything to happen, mainly for a break in the weather, this event 
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had fallen into my lap and shattered my reclusive existence. It brought me into the 
moment, forced me into the present, colliding this thing, this weather, Mother Nature in 
all her glory, with my unsuspecting self. It became crystal clear, in that moment, that 
this thing wasn’t going anywhere soon and that it had bigger plans for all of us 
regardless of what we did. The darkness, the snow, it had infected our town, descended 
upon us and was no longer content with just inconveniencing our daily lives. It wanted 
blood. It was out for the taste of human flesh. The sound of hail rapping against the 
window, beating down on our makeshift, thirty year old roof, convinced me that this 
thing had a soul, had eyes and ears and wanted us to confirm to him. Every drop of snow 
it produced was like a heartbeat, quietly reminding me that it was there, lurking and 
ready to pounce. 
 
My parents had started yelling, their voices audible through the walls and floorboards, 
echoing through our dilapidated house. Deep breaths, clear mind, I went under. 
Completely submerged. I was willingly pushing myself to the limit. I wanted to see just 
how much pain I could inflict on my body. As I opened my eyes, still under the water, I 
observed my surroundings, anxious to see if things would somehow look better through 
aqua filled eyes. Muffled and wavy at the corners, my vision became increasingly 
strained. My eyes started to burn. I forced them to remain open fearing that if I blinked I 
would lose the power of the moment. My nostrils were flaring, anxious for air, starting 
to produce bubbles of quiet desperation. 
 
I remained as still as possible. I was the moment, not in it. It had consumed me, taken 
me in its harsh, unforgiving arms, cradling me to a sleep that, if I gave in, I would never 
wake up from. The thoughts had been there for a while, fleeting ideas of what death 
would feel like, what the after life would taste and smell like, but this was different, I 
was taking action, moving willingly towards it. At the five minute mark, as my chest had 
begun to expand to the point where I felt it would explode outward, I raised up from the 
water. Slowly, so as not to show that I’d given in to the idea of death. It no longer scared 
me. I emerged a man. Beads of water clinging to my body as the cold air of the room 
blanketed my shivering body with its big embrace. 
 
The house had gone silent. At least I thought so. I could’ve just as easily zoned out, 
blocked off my parents words and sounds as needless nuisances. The only audible noise 
was coming from outside. The thing had picked up strength, only partially satiated from 
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its earlier conquest. It wanted more, it wanted to inflict more damage, impose its will on 
us. I shuddered at the prospects for the future as I toweled off and put on clean clothes. 
 
The conversation had stopped when I entered the kitchen, both of my parents looking in 
my direction, through me not at me. Dad was drinking a glass of water. Alcohol wasn’t 
necessary tonight. Mother had no doubt filled him in on what I’d seen, what I’d been 
through. It was both comforting and frightening to find that he shared my recognition of 
the seriousness of the moment. He now grasped the situation. His eyes, no longer slow 
and droopy, were darting around the room. His senses had been heightened, kicked up a 
notch, because of the day’s events. 
 
Food was on the table, growing cold. I joined them at the table in silence, waiting for 
someone to break through the wall of quiet and fear with some semblance of words, no 
matter how trivial. I needed a diversion, something to keep my mind off of the lingering 
smell of death that had clung itself to me, unwilling to let go. 
 
I looked over at dad and saw that he was deep in thought, introverted, withdrawing more 
and more each moment into his own thoughts. 
 
“The plant is closed as of midnight. Boss didn’t even have the balls to tell us himself, 
just posted a note on the board by our time cards.” 
 
Dad’s words reverberated, sending out shockwaves to the rest of us. Mom sat stunned 
into submission. 
 
“What are we gonna do for money? What does this mean for us?” I asked. 
 
Mom looked to dad, silently pleading with her eyes for him to field my questions, to 
assuage my worries. 
 
“Your mother and I will figure it out. I don’t want you to worry about it. You just keep 
up with your studies. Just because school is canceled doesn’t mean you should just loaf 
around the house all day watching television,” he said. 
 
He looked at mom to see if he had handled it correctly. She looked surprised; relieved 
almost that he had backed off from his previous statements of me going to work. No 
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doubt she had calmed him down, forced him into a different attitude when dealing with 
me because of my trauma. I knew it wasn’t him talking all that nonsense about school. 
Those were lines from my mom’s script. I was thankful that she’d stood up for me, 
lessened the usual blow. His daily vice like grip on the emotional atmosphere of the 
house, was absent, if only momentarily. 
 
I wasn’t the same kid I was when I woke that morning. I had hardened, started to build 
up my defenses against my surroundings just as my parents were softening towards me. 
I secretly longed for dad’s harshness, his relative ambivalence towards my feelings, his 
quiet, determined insistence that he dominate every situation in the house, his house. 
 
We finished the meal in frozen obedience. It carried more power behind it than when 
mom used to force us to go to Church and sit and take in the Father’s words. It was like 
she was using God to punish the two men in her life for not playing the roles that she 
had predetermined for us. 
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August  
 
 
Whips of smoke and ash clung  
to the perspiration saturating  
the air, drifting from rolled-down  
car windows into the heat that 
marks August with salt.  
 
August is constriction, parallel  
moments, the continuum of ocean  
and infinite strings of lovers, 
compressed into a single line, 
following a song on the radio.  
 
The taste of skin, a bead of sweat  
on his neck is my August.  
It overtakes its boundaries,  
its salt will be too oppressive,  
too much for the air and tongue.  
 
These are the dog days, impatient  
for sweet wine and youth:  
a teenage boy and girl lie in a yard.  
She lifts the hem of her sundress  
and bares herself to the sun. 
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January 
 
The promise of a new year, filled with drunken assertions of ways to better oneself and 
the lingering regrets from a year gone by, wasted by procrastination and laziness. Stray 
pine needles adorn the scuffed up hardwood floor. Patterned wrapping paper thrown 
about showcases the impatience of a holiday gathering. 
 
Over the course of a week’s time you found out if you were naughty or nice and kissed a 
stranger under a mistletoe. Such a cluster fuck of imagined holidays always throws off 
your equilibrium. This time of year makes you feel like you’re trapped in a perpetual 
loop of some Disney movie, where everything is supposed to be alright. But deep in the 
background, if you look close enough there are signs. Warnings of an unsatisfied life 
spent going through the motions. 
 
As the hangover from the first day of the New Year wears off you’re left wondering 
what to make of your decisions. You reassess your future, attempt to contextualize your 
past behavior and remind yourself to utilize the present to the best of your ability. By 
mid month you’ll be back with your ex, dependent on him, clinging to his every word, 
wondering how you could make the same mistake for the countless time. 
 
You’ll go looking for answers in all the wrong places. On internet message boards, 
holed up under the covers trying to stave off the cold gusts of an impersonal winter 
storm outside. You’ll even ask Yahoo and comb through pages of a Google search 
wondering why you’re back with him, why you’re so content on settling. 
 
The lack of answers scare you at first but as the winter storms mesh into one large, 
continuous attack you realize that you’re being your winter self. Burrowing in to a 
comfortable life, draping yourself in familiar surroundings. He’s not what’s important 
after all, it’s the mere act of hiding; closing yourself off from the snow and ice, that’s 
what’s important. You stay indoors, content to make the best of it, like a animal trapped 
in their dwelling, waiting for the break of spring. Until then you gaze out the window 
and count the snowflakes as they slowly cascade towards their inevitable death on the 
dirty sidewalk. You and him are sort of like that you think to yourself. You the beautiful, 
innocent snowflake, and him the dirty pile of brownish winter accumulation below 
waiting, ready to swallow you whole. 
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Each day is one closer to freedom, to the ability to break out of this winter sluggishness. 
As the drips of the icicles outside your window splash against the ground below you 
count, count the ways you’ve done wrong, count the days until January melts into April. 
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Heirloom  

 
 
The pocket watch lies 
in the top drawer of my bureau,  
wrapped in a silk jewelry roll. 
The glass protecting its face is marked 
by two deep scratches, but the face itself  
is undamaged and white. 
It's slender hands rest on 5:56 and thirty 
seconds and have for some time; 
I don't remember. I don't know 
how to wind its mechanisms to hear  
the same tick-tick my great-grandfather heard 
as he worked the rail yard. 
I know it is a genuine railroader's watch 
and I know someone had to lay the rails, 
girders and pins stitching America. 
Men hammered spikes into the rocks of Appalachia, 
Appalachia, an unforgiving place.  
Somehow they carved through the mountain line— 
before the B&O, pure green existed in the Alleghenies, 
the Potomac didn't smell of rust and ore. 
Keyser, Piedmont, and Martinsburg had yet to fade 
into brick and ocher ghosts.  
Decades of cinders and dust cling to the towns 
descending to that metallic river.  
But the finish of the pocket watch is still  
bright gold, except for a half-circle 
blemishing the center of its back.  
My father kept it in his dresser drawer. 
He removed it a couple times 
attempting to tell me its history, 
allowing me to rub my fingers  
against its carved, gold filigrees around its side,  
only if I was gentle. I remember  
almost nothing of what he said,  
but knew I was privileged to hold the watch. 
Occasionally I would open the drawer  
standing on tip-toe, straining my arms  
to feel if it was still there.  
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Sometimes I would take it into my hands, 
too weighty for the palms of a child. 
I watched my face reflect in the glass, 
and my face didn't understand. 
It is in my drawer now  
and doesn't want to be there.  
But it must rest. It is heavy.  
I want to think of my father  
as we rode to Chicago. 
He said America is populated   
by great named trains:  
The City of New Orleans,  
The Empire Builder, The Capital Limited, 
and The California Zephyr. 
In silence, we passed the rotted steel  
of disused cargo cars. I understood  
my history is not the weight  
of the watch. It was somewhere  
in the space on the Amtrak bench between us. 
But the watch still wants to be held. 
It wants to be warmed in my hand, 
for its cogs to turn its hands once more.  
I don't know if I can let it, 
just as don't I know what if  
the watch stopped at another time.  
Where would my father be? 
Hearing a solitary whistle among  
the stained houses of Martinsburg?  
Would we still be on our way to Chicago, 
his head resting against the window while he slept, 
morning rain collecting on the panes overhead? 
Or would I be a child peeking into his dresser drawer? 
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Road Trip 
 
It had been over a year since Olive’s last trip to the hotel. What she remembered only 
came to her in fragments. Certain sights and smells stuck with her regardless of how 
hard she tried to forget them. 
 
Her mother had been living there for more than five years now, a few weeks after the 
divorce. The court awarded her nothing in the separation. After effects of the damage 
she’d created. 
 
Olive promised herself that it would, indeed, be a temporary move. Something borne out 
of necessity and bound to last only until she could get out on her own. As she boarded 
the downtown bus with nothing more than a bag filled with a week’s worth of clothing 
she tried to accentuate the possible positives of her move. None came to mind. 
 
The neighborhood slowly changed. The rows of identical looking economical one family 
ranch houses gave way to expansive urban sprawls of desolate lots locked up behind 
imposing chains. The streetlights stopped functioning, except for a continuous yellow 
blinking, after a few stops. Sneakers were draped over telephone wire like some sort of 
ghetto Christmas decoration. The few houses still standing were nothing more than 
conglomerate chunks of cement plastered together in a military bunk-like fashion. 
 
There were only a few cars on the road along with the bus. Compact cars blurred by, 
switching in and out of lanes daring others to either yield or keep up. Spanish music and 
ganster rap booming from the speakers, tinted windows rolled halfway down, smoke 
whispering out. 
 
Sprawling convenience stores gave way to neglected corner bodegas and liquor stores. 
Kids younger than her were lurking outside, desperate for some sort of action, anxiously 
staring down anything that crossed their vision. The old Omni Theater on the right was 
Olive’s cue to ring for her stop. The boarded up windows hid the once overflowing 
talent that the historic theater held just a few decades ago. 
 
The sun was setting as Olive got off the bus. The humidity hit her like a brick wall. 
Olive clutched her bag tight to her side and kept her head down as she approached the 
Plaza Hotel. The sound of crunched broken glass synched up with Olive’s increasing 
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heartbeat. Random screams coming from inside of the cracked walls of the hotel 
interrupted her interior dialogue. 
 
The facade of the building looked more daunting to Olive than she last remembered. 
Graffiti was sprawled over every conceivable inch of the walls, giant bubbly name tags 
of people she never met nor wished to. Flashes of weekends wasted spent trying to do 
her homework amidst a room full of strange men, drug dealers, and a never ending cloud 
of crack smoke came rushing back to her as she climbed the steps to her mom’s room. 
 
The faded green carpet was still there; it resembled the turf used on the miniature golf 
course that she used to play on with her dad years ago. She had to step over empty boxes 
of discount wine and 40 ounce bottles of malt liquor just to get to the third floor. In front 
of her mother’s room there was a man sitting on a lawn chair reading a newspaper. He 
didn’t pay Olive any attention until she reached for the doorknob. The gold numbers 312 
in the middle of the door were rusty and dull. 
 
“Hey little lady, where you think you going?” 
 
“No, it’s fine I’m here to visit my mom.” 
 
The man stood up and faced Olive. She didn’t know what to expect. His eyes looked 
unpredictable as they darted back and forth between her and the stairs she had just 
appeared from. 
 
“What? You must be lost. Why don’t you keep on moving along. There’s nothing here 
for you.” 
 
“I’m looking for Grace, Grace Percival. She still lives here, right?” 
 
The man dropped his paper and let out a loud sigh of annoyance. She didn’t know if he 
was going to hit her or hug her. Neither option sounded comforting. 
 
“Yeah she’s here.” He stopped for a moment and gave her the most menacing look he 
could conjure up. “Who are you?” 
 
“I’m her daughter, Olive, Olive Percival.” 
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“Stay put,” he said. 
 
The man knocked on the door once before slivering inside. The door was only open for a 
moment, not long enough for Olive to see in. A moment later the door swung open and 
the man from before appeared, arm in arm, with a scrawny middle aged white man that 
eerily resembled her History teacher. 
 
“She owes me man, I want my money back!” 
 
“This ain’t Sears dude. What you think she’s got a money back guarantee or 
something?” 
 
He shoved the scrawny man down the outdoor hallway away from the door. Grace 
slowly emerged from the dark room. Beady eyes, bruised arms, sweat dripping down her 
matted hair. She looked like a wounded animal. She let out a forced smile exposing the 
few teeth she had left, a combination of brown and yellow. Olive thought of bruised 
bananas and baked beans. 
 
Grace nodded for her to enter the room. She remained at the edge of the doorway, her 
feet still on the beer stained carpet from her room, not wanting to expose her fragile 
body to the humid air outside. 
 
Before returning to his newspaper, the man approached Grace and spoke into her ear. 
 
“Don’t forget you got another client in an hour.” 
 
He gave Olive one more scan before closing the door. 
 
“Hey sweetie. How was the trip? You got all your stuff?” Grace said as she lit a cigarette 
on the wrong end. 
 
“Watch it!” 
 
“Calm down, it’s only a smoke.” 
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“Whatever. So, what’s the deal, you have someone coming over soon or what?” 
 
“Yeah, about that, do you mind maybe stepping out for a bit while mommy takes care of 
some business for a while? You could go down the street and pick up some food.” 
 
Olive was in the mood for beans now. 
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Ascension  
 
Over the warped, greened balcony rail 
of my third floor apartment, I watched 
a few neighborhood children, four girls  
with bobbed ebony hair and two small boys,  
running through the park across the street,   
their fingers wrapped around the plastic ribbons 
of balloons stolen from the Welcome center sign. 
They laughed, and their laughter reverberated 
off the red brick units. The air was full 
with the scent of up-turned mulch  
as they released pink, purple and yellow balloons.  
I watched like each wasn't a balloon,  
but something ascending to where it should belong,  
rising until the pressure becomes too much. 
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One Hit Wonder 
 
Johnny liked to tell stories. All kinds. Except for anything about real life. That was 
too boring. That was the main reason he began telling them in the first place. Fairy 
tales, dreams, sagas, adventures; it didn’t matter as long as it wasn’t real. That was 
the key. 
 
He didn’t have to be choosy about his stories considering his audience. A pile of 
G.I. Joe’s crammed into matchbox cars and some marvel comic superheroes gave 
him their full attention. They were never too busy for him like his parent’s. Dad 
was usually at work and when he was home, he sat in front of the television, beer 
in hand, watching anything, so long as it meant he didn’t have to talk. Mom wasn’t 
much better. She stayed at home all day and mostly watched soap operas or talked 
on the phone with other friends her age stuck at home. During commercials she’d 
tidy up the house or put a load of laundry in the washing machine, just enough to 
keep up appearances. 
 
Even though Johnny was only seven, people told him he was very mature for his 
age. Neighbors, family friends, teachers; all of them would remark about his 
intelligence and the fact that he was so well behaved. A few years ago the 
conversation was centered on how big he was getting, as if it were such a surprise, 
like he shouldn’t be growing. Before that it was all about how cute he was and 
before that he couldn’t remember. 
 
He liked it most when he couldn’t remember. That way no one else’s stories were 
thrown upon him, no weird adult dramas imposed. His reality was nothing, and he 
liked it that way. Made it easier to project his own tales into his daily life. 
 
It began with a song, that much he knew. His mom loved to listen to music, she’d 
sing along to pass the time in between dad’s absences. The record player was off 
limits. Didn’t matter how mature or well behaved he was. It wasn’t fair, not even 
close, that he didn’t get to play with the record player considering she’d turn it all 
the way up. Woman’s voices, with deep bass and a smooth horn would echo 
throughout the rooms. Scratchy crackling sounds broke up the subtle beauty of the 
music. So did his mom’s horrible, raspy voiced. Her smoke filled lungs coughing 
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up half-hearted renditions of the soulful pleas booming out of the speakers. The 
sounds began to blend together, sound alike after a while, but it was the stories, the 
words behind them that gave them their meaning. The ladies, who his mom never 
even met, could keep her attention all afternoon with their stories. He wanted that 
type of power, that self generated control. 
 
Johnny never had a special talent, no particular knack or aptitude for anything 
specific. He wasn’t dumb, but he wasn’t gifted. Growing up being giftless, 
talentless, mediocre was worse than if you were slow. After all, then he’d never 
know what he was missing out on. But knowing his faults, or lack of excellence, 
created his stories in a way. He was a lonely boy, no sports teams to bond with his 
peers over, no clubs or instruments played to share with a neighbor. Nothing, just 
himself and his imagination. 
 
The first one was short, small in scope. He was timid, unsure of himself, of his 
voice and his own mind’s capacity. It was about a balloon, mustard yellow in color 
and huge. Half his size with a long thread allowing whoever held it to let it stream 
high into the clouds without losing it. Johnny never had a balloon, not even for a 
birthday. That’s how it started, at first the story was just about something he 
wanted. After a few sentences, he could hear his own voice tremble with insecurity 
over where the story was going. Secretly wondering if his action figures had 
already lost interest, he inserted a character, a person guiding the balloon. The 
character was like himself, similar age, unnamed because that didn’t really matter. 
What mattered was that he had this big balloon that was the envy of all of his 
classmates, even the adults in the town were jealous of the boy. Rumor was that 
he’d had the balloon for over a year without it losing any of his size, not an inch in 
circumference or an ounce of helium slipped through the bottom of it. The boy 
came to be proud of it, its ability to survive. He took it to school with him, either 
leading it or letting it lead him depending on the wind that particular day. Snow, 
rain, nothing could keep the two apart. Johnny took a deep breath, searching for the 
next twist in the story. After all this was his first one and it wasn’t scripted 
beforehand. His audience seemed to silently appreciate that fact, the whole 
showmanship aspect to it. He didn’t realize it but as he spoke up again he turned 
the story into one destined for a sad ending. One day the boy woke up and went out 
to the mailbox, balloon in hand. Nothing was special about that day, or the boy’s 
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surroundings to make it plausible for him to lose focus of the balloon but that’s 
exactly what he did. As he reached his hand into the mailbox he let go of the 
balloon and before he realized what had happened it was out of his reach, floating 
high above him, destined for the clouds. 
 
Johnny stopped mid thought, momentarily forgetting about his audience. Why had 
he made the story turn out the way he did? Was this his only way of dealing with 
the fact that he’d never gotten a balloon? Whatever it was he didn’t have time to 
think about it. His dad was going to be home from work soon, which meant time 
for dinner, and his story would have to end. He’d have to toss around his action 
figures, erase all the clues of his secret show. 
 
Dinner that night was quiet. Dad emitted the usual grunts in lieu of responses to 
mom’s questions about his day. She gave up after a few questions, like she usually 
did. Johnny’s thoughts remained on the lost balloon. Couldn’t escape it, no matter 
how much apple sauce he poured over his pork chop. No amount of chocolate 
syrup in his milk could take his mind from that boy and that balloon. Just didn’t 
seem fair that no one ended up with the yellow balloon. But he was the author of 
the story and the balloon was already gone so he focused on his food and finished 
as quickly as possible and didn’t wait for his parents to tuck him into bed. He slept 
the yellow balloon away with thoughts of ice cream and cartoons. 
 
When he woke up the next morning Johnny was already thinking of new stories for 
his audience. Certainly one wouldn’t satisfy them. He glazed over the puzzles and 
clues on the back of the cereal box and slurped the rest of the multi-colored milk 
left from the bowl. It made the sound that his mom hated, she always yelled at him 
for it. She said it was disgusting and rude. But he had bigger things to worry about, 
more stories to tell. 
 
Johnny took out all of his action figures, all of his boy toy figurines, the whole 
bunch. He laid them out slowly, meticulously, taking great care to make sure that 
each one was lined up perfectly, shoulders touching ever so slightly, facing him in 
front of his locked door. 
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Deep breaths, no pressure, you can do this. He repeated to himself for a few 
minutes before gathering himself to speak. He looked around the room, calmly, 
trying to find the subject of his next tale. Nothing was coming to him. Out of 
desperation he went to the window to search for something beyond the four corners 
of his adult approved, filtered room. A truck passed by on the main road just a few 
yards up the street, his house was second from the corner, and behind it emerged 
something strange. A giant yellow balloon appeared from nowhere in particular. 
The wind created from the truck’s speed caused the balloon to almost hop up into 
the air, as if taking off in flight. It must’ve been on a neighbor’s lawn or 
something, just rolling around because now it was already even with the neighbor’s 
roof and climbing steadily. 
 
At first he didn’t believe what he was seeing. had a momentary urge to jump out 
the window and chase after it. Like in his story, the balloon had an unusually 
lengthy rope, which at this point was still dragging along the ground. It would’ve 
taken him too long to undo the lock and lift the screen. Plus by the time he got out 
there it would certainly be out of reach. Within thirty seconds the bottom part of 
the rope began to take to the sky, following the balloon like a well-trained animal. 
 
Johnny watched the balloon for as long as he could. Eventually the balloon was out 
of sight, somehow managing to not get caught up in the tree branches. Soon it was 
nothing more than a tic-tac in the clear morning sky. Then…nothing. He lingered 
by the window half curious if there would be a boy about his age chasing after the 
balloon. There was no sight of anyone. It was as if he didn’t exist in this replay of 
his story. Weird. 
 
Johnny turned around and slunk to the floor. Back against the wall, he began 
hyperventilating. He caught eyesight of one of his G.I. Joe’s, unflinching and 
inpatient for another story. The whole bunch of them were waiting. He never felt 
this kind of pressure before. His crowd remained silent, unblinking, as the seconds 
ticking off his alarm clock by his bedside became more audible. 
 
He’d finally found something that he enjoyed doing and now this. Just my luck he 
thought. Maybe this was a sign? Maybe he should be outside like all of the other 
boys his age, getting dirty, sweating off his nervous energy until it was time for 
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dinner. But that wasn’t him, never had been. The sight of that balloon continued to 
flash in his head. Every time he blinked the inside of his eyelids projected that 
eerie balloon. Soon there was a soundtrack to go along with it. Circus music began 
playing in his head. 
 
He crawled over to his toys and toppled them all over in one fowl fell swoop. They 
made a slight thump as they hit the carpet. He took them by the handfuls and 
brought them over to his closet on the other side of the room. He found his 
suitcase, a hideously colored monstrosity that he’d only used once when his family 
flew to Florida to visit his grandparents, and began filling it up with these lifeless 
figures. Three trips and the case was full. He took one last look before shutting it 
and locking the handle. He kicked it as hard as he could but it barely moved. 
Another few strikes and it found its way to the back of the closet. He ripped the 
blanket off his bed and threw it over the suitcase. Out of sight, out of mind he 
hoped. He’d outgrown his childhood in the matter of minutes. No more toys, no 
more weird hobbies to help pass the time, fill his boredom. 
 
Johnny unlocked his door quietly, slowly so as to not garner any attention. He 
ducked his head out looking down both sides of the hallway. No sight of his 
mother. It was still early but she might already be in front of the television, busy 
doing nothing again. He wanted nothing more than to join her, to numb himself in 
the hopes that he could one day become as ignorantly content with his life as she 
was with hers. 
 
She was on the couch in her bathrobe. The television was on but there was no 
sound. A record was playing, one of her favorites. The woman’s voice would skip 
every few seconds because of the well-worn vinyl. Years of use had morphed her 
sexual, husky, smoke filled voice into a slightly off tune, manly grumble. It was 
still nice to listen to. Johnny found it easy to escape, to lose himself in the sea of 
background music produced by a faceless band. The lyrics weren’t important, 
especially not today given what had happened, but the sound of her voice was 
authoritative. Johnny relished her decisiveness, her ability to command an entire 
room. At least someone could. 
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His mother remained silent and unmoved, like his presence hadn’t changed 
anything. It should have since this was the first time Johnny could remember that 
he’d spent time with her in her element. She fingered her soft pack of Parliament 
Light 100’s searching for that elusive next fix of nicotine. After a minute she found 
a stubbed out, half smoked butt on the bottom of the pack. It was bent, forcing her 
to light it somewhere below her chin. She inhaled, sat back closed her eyes and let 
the smoke escape slowly from her nose like a content mother bull. 
 
Bob Barker was goading players into overbidding for superfluous items. 
Everything looked so contrived to Johnny, so manufactured, so unlike real life. He 
silently wondered if he’d ever have reason to smile as wide as the chubby 
housewife from some no name Midwest town that had just won a pair of jet skis. 
He didn’t have the energy to answer himself, instead settling to mimic his mother 
in her relative conscious comatose state. 
 
He vowed to find another hobby, something more active, something that wouldn’t 
leave him feeling fractured and out of touch with reality. Nothing specific was 
coming to him but he knew he would never tell another story to his audience again. 
He was afraid that whatever he said would come true and he didn’t quite trust his 
imagination. 
 
So that was it for his storytelling days. He was a one hit wonder just like kind of 
singers his mother liked. That was enough for him for now. 
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The Shoebox  
 
Notebook pages from an ex-girlfriend 
listing the 99 Ways Why She Loves You 
paper its thin cardboard walls.    
It's dark in here;  
you cut out no windows for me, 
so I constantly scrape myself 
against your collection of bottle caps  
and flea market trinkets. 
Windows don't really matter though— 
you keep it in the closet  
beneath soiled shirts and blue jeans.  
The air smells like smoke, 
thanks to your pack-a-day habit.  
Some days I'm thankful  
that cardboard is flammable, 
but you're too coward to become an arson,  
and I'm out of matches and comfortable  
with belonging to someone.  
There's security in that.  
I'd be better off though 
if you'd allow me to move in some nicer furniture:  
a loveseat, an armchair, at least a lamp 
so I can see if scraps of my notes and poems 
do comprise some corner.  
Or perhaps, rests just below the lid. 
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Taste the Rainbow 
 
She was eating some sort of candy. I could hear the television on in the 
background. I got out of bed when she began laughing. She always laughed like a 
hyena, cackling and obnoxiously loud with a snort at the end when she tried to 
catch her breath. “Chelsea Lately” was on when I came into the living room. She 
was dressed in nothing but her underwear and bra, cuddling an oversized stuffed 
animal, channeling her inner little girl in that annoying way she did when she 
wanted to let me know something was wrong but couldn’t quite find the words. 
Skittles were all over the floor and on the couch next to her was an overfilled 
ashtray. Her shoebox, filled with her works, was there as well. Her nasty habit was 
staring at me, taunting me with its dominance over me, over us, and our 
relationship. She finally looked up at me, batting her eyelashes and hugging her 
bear even tighter, playing the role that she turned me on. She sucked her index 
finger slightly, putting it further into her mouth, letting her wet lips drool all over it 
until it disappeared. She patted the cushion next to me, making sure it was on the 
opposite side of her shoebox. I grabbed the six-pack from the fridge before sitting 
down. A sign of independence and defiance on my part, however misguided. 
 
Neither of us had lives of any significance. I was coasting by, bored out of my 
mind at the local community college and she was not going to classes at an 
expensive all girls liberal arts school a few miles away from her apartment. I was 
prone to violent outbursts of the self-defeating nature. Externalized infernos 
simmering under the surface, ready to boil over once I’d reached my limit. That 
limit, coincidentally, was usually based on how much alcohol I had in my system 
or how little I had left. Her struggle was more of an internalized resistance towards 
doing what was expected. Burdened by expectations and haunted by her scarred, 
fragmented history she found comfort in things that made her forget, allowed her 
to escape, to be absent. I filled that void, for a while, with attention and sex and 
dependency. But by this point it was clear that I had been replaced by a needle and 
brown powder. As she jabbed at her arms inquisitively seeking that perfect vein I’d 
put out cigarettes on my forearms allowing the ember to slowly continue to breathe 
against the odorous smell of my burning hair, not wanting it to extinguish yet not 
really enjoying the pain.  
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When I finally sat on the couch, she slouched closer to me still in a drug-induced 
fog. Some b list celebrity was on the screen pushing their newest project. I secretly 
judged her more harshly for watching this kind of crap than I did regarding her 
drug use. Addiction was one thing; bad taste was a whole different animal. Maybe 
if it had been the other way around we’d still be going out. 
 
When the commercials started, she turned towards me. Droopy eyes searching for 
something in me, some sign that what she was doing was okay by me. I knew how 
the rest of the night would play out. Feeling guilty over spending our money on 
junk, she’d have to silently bargain with me using the only thing left of value of in 
our relationship: her body. I would oblige but not without a fight of my own. 
Somewhere in the proceedings the guilt would shift to me. Taking advantage of a 
half conscious girl with daddy issues just trying to keep me in her life. She knew 
what I liked, how I liked it and played on my weakness, my fetishes. We were both 
fucked up and shared equal blame in this. 
 
She started to kiss me, missing my lips at first, as I had to direct her head to where 
my willing mouth was. She moved slowly, deliberately, equal parts hesitant and 
ashamed. Her hands made their way to my belt, then to my zipper. Chelsea came 
back on the screen, greeting her applauding live crowd with a sexy smile and a 
wise ass one liner. She pulled away, as if momentarily sober from the sound of her 
voice. I let out a sigh of frustration, fell back on the couch and reached for my 
beers. My conquest, her offering of herself to me would have to wait until the show 
ended. It gave me time to match her high with my own drunkenness. That’d make 
tonight’s actions in the bedroom that much easier. 
 
She was the only other person I’d ever met who ate while smoking a cigarette. I 
found it endearing in a weird sort of way. As one of her favorite actresses came on 
to the show, she moved forward, seemingly able to summon the energy needed to 
combat the junk that was running through her bloodstream. 
 
I went to the kitchen for more alcohol. To drown out the television, her laugh, that 
snorting. I needed to get obliterated to continue. I emptied three cans in succession 
as I listened to the show from the kitchen, waiting until the commercial to re-enter 
and make my move, make her pay for waking me up, to cash in on her guilt. At the 
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end of her last laugh the snorting was interrupted by choking sounds. Not the 
typical phlegm ridden ones from deep down in her chest, no, this sounded worse, 
more immediate. I rushed into the living room and found her hunched forward, 
head in between her legs, her back quivering from trying to loosen whatever was 
impeding her breathing. 
 
The hate, the anger, all of the judgment and pity escaped in that moment. She was 
choking on Skittles. I rushed over laid her down on the couch and started the 
Heimlich, half unsure of myself, my movements. I knew that I couldn’t call an 
ambulance; a side effect of having a messy junkie for a girlfriend. They’d take one 
look at the place and the cops would be called. There were enough half-filled 
baggies and needles to supply a medium sized house party. 
 
As I opened her mouth I saw a rainbow of colors, my warm beer breath meet hers 
but nothing happened. I thumped on her chest, scared of breaking her delicate 
body, her ribcage. This time I could taste her breath, a combination of Skittles, 
cigarettes, and death. Thoughts of punishing her, or taking advantage of her 
vanished. In that moment she was vulnerable, like the first time we went out on a 
date. 
 
She finally came to, gasping at the air between us. No dramatic Pulp Fiction 
moment, just her mouth wide open like she was trying to gather as much air as she 
could just in case it happened again. Her eyes didn’t bolt open; it was a casual, 
slow opening. The droopiness of heroin had been replaced by the confusion of 
what had happened. I never loved her so much as I did in that single moment when 
our eyes met. The alcohol, the heroin, the sexual negotiations, none of that 
mattered anymore, she’d been close to leaving me, for good. I lunged forward to 
hug her and she shook free from my grip, startled and crying. 
 
“What the fuck, you made me miss my show!” 
 
She reached back and found a cigarette and lit it before standing up and taking her 
shoebox with her into the bathroom. As I turned off the television I could hear the 
door lock behind her. 
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Another night spent with her teddy bear, smelling the fur for faint hints of her 
fragrance to get me through the early morning hours. 
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The Circus  
 
My father bought us salted peanuts and cherry snow cones; 
sticky syrup stained my cheeks.  
I proudly displayed my pink teeth as he wiped my face.  
The napkins were printed with purple-haired clowns, 
their noses red, the same color as mine. 
 
* 
 
There I saw my first live elephant; 
it was decorated in a long, feathered headdress and multicolored straps. 
Lights shone through its great winged ears like grayed butterflies. 
It was absolutely delicate, lifting the painted lady up to its back. 
I wanted to be her, made-up in sequins and silks  
and to ride half-naked and beautiful under the spotlight. 
 
* 
 
I remember the ponies parading under a yellow tent 
where the air was stale with heat and manure.  
They were dust-covered and course, including mine. 
She took careful, experienced steps  
like she would've known what to do without the metal lead,  
a living carousel horse bred to take the same steps around and around. 
 
* 
 
Barnum and Bailey doesn't come to Keyser,WV anymore. 
The sour smell of wet hay doesn't rise  
with the peppermint striped big top.  
The fairgrounds are paved now,  
extended parking for the bowling alley. 
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Park Life 
 
I was sitting in the park with my expensive Moleskine notebook and pen bought 
with the money given to me from my parent’s bank account. Sweating through my 
cashmere pullover, beads of perspiration rolling down my leg, past my cut off jean 
shorts and into my striped Espadrille’s. 
 
I’m here, I told myself, to work, to get something written, to enjoy the day. 
Something, anything other than going to another boring lecture or looking for 
work. The passing crowds, which I had hoped would serve as inspiration, now 
nothing more than a distraction. The girls in their flower dresses and Ray Bans, 
flouting their made for the runway legs. Out of the moving mass are a few still 
beings like myself. I gravitated towards them, moving my imagined camera in on 
them, infiltrating their personal space, trying to take a piece of their lives, one 
scene, a fragment really, and blow it up, expose it in the backroom of my empty 
notebook and create something, something borrowed yet all my own. 
 
But the women come and go like interchangeable beauty on a factory line. What 
really catches my attention are the ones who are here like me, stationary in the 
park, content on letting the city float by them. Hordes of old men playing timed 
chess, smoking cheap cigars and wearing hats that remind me of my grandfather. 
Street vendors selling everything from political t-shirts to vintage comic books 
surround the outskirts of the park like a wall, making it harder for tourists to leave 
without spending money. 
 
Deep in the middle of the park where I was, amongst the rows of benches, were 
people reading newspapers, feeding crumbs to pigeons. Couples on the lawn, 
spread out with their blankets and picnic baskets trying to make a cheap romantic 
memory in this expensive city. I quickly become jealous of them, of everyone 
around me, of their relative tranquility, their ability to just be in the moment. 
 
I took out my tobacco and rolled a cigarette. I tried my best to do it quickly, 
without attracting much attention for fear that I would be bombarded by beggars. I 
took a big pull, inhaled deeply and let out a cloud of smoke in defiance of the 
Mayor’s new anti-cigarette policies. I felt strong, like I was invincible. Nothing 
could penetrate my world at that moment. It was as if I were in my own bubble, 
encased in glass, watching out over the rest of the city, safe from everyone’s 
personal problems but still close enough to take from them. I started getting 
nervous, which happened every time I was in a large crowd but this was different. 
This was of my own making. I was scared, frightened that I’d be called out, found 
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to be a fake, a cheat somehow. That my inability to produce anything on my own, 
that my voyeurism was a direct challenge to all of these strangers. 
 
Down at the end of the row of benches, all the way in the far corner of the park 
stood a homeless man. He was hunched over as if he were a baseball player doing 
pre game warm-ups who gave up trying to stretch his hands all the way to his feet. 
His fingers, from what I could see, were moving slightly. Dirty, callused mitts for 
hands just hung there in mid air. He was out of the direct sunlight so it was hard to 
get a perfect view of him, but with each passing minute his story became clearer to 
me. 
 
I moved down a few benches to get closer but not all the way down so as to 
frighten him away. He was wearing a shin length trench coat, filthy and covered 
with moth-ridden holes. His hair, what he had left, was a mixture of a long 
forgotten attempt at a perm and an overgrown afro. Heavy in the back and thin on 
top, it looked like a haircut that was designed for the early nineties, a sort of 
unkempt fade. I could hear words coming from his mouth. Unintelligible 
mumblings filled the space between us, gave me a starting point, a place to begin 
to fill my blank page with. 
 
I was tired of writing about well to do young people like myself. There was 
nothing there for me. It was like looking in the mirror. I suppose that’s one of the 
main reasons I began writing in the first place, to escape myself. People like this, 
the forgotten masses cast off to the side alleys and dumpsters of the city were much 
more intriguing. He was a blank slate, no fancy clothes, no expensive accessories 
with which to hide behind, no group of friends to help him blend into the city’s 
landscape. I could do something with him, mold his unfortunate circumstances into 
something creative, and make some semblance of beauty out of this everyday 
ugliness. 
 
I imagined an elaborate back-story, some tragic set of circumstances to explain his 
current situation. As I filled my notebook with his struggles I began to feel guilty, a 
warm gurgling rumble was starting to formulate deep in my belly; an emotional 
outburst internalized. As I moved towards the present day, to the man that laid here 
before me, I lost steam, gave up willingly under the pressures of what I had done. 
I’d turned this man’s life into a sketch, a portrait from afar. He was better than that, 
this much I knew. 
 
I put my notebook away and got to my feet. Walking towards him, I made sure my 
movements were deliberate as I was afraid to startle him. Still subconsciously 
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projecting my own feelings onto him. Only a few steps away, he sprang upright 
and looked directly into my eyes. It was an unlikely thing to happen between two 
strangers in the city. A grin came to his face showing off his uneven row of brown 
teeth. He wanted to speak but no words came out. 
 
I took out my tobacco and papers, rolled a few cigarettes and handed them to him. 
I said nothing as I placed them in his open hand, closing it slowly so as not to crush 
my gift. 
 
“You the first one not to treat me like an animal, like I was part of the park wildlife 
or something.” 
 
His words froze me momentarily. This compliment, however pathetic it made the 
rest of the city sound, didn’t relieve me of my guilt. I nodded to him and walked 
away, suspecting that nothing would. 
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Memory of My Mother 
 
At the foot of her bed,  
I found her, body curled into a question, 
sobbing just loud enough to notice. 
I wanted ask if she had seen my Barbie.  
I was about three and yet to know  
anyone else could make tears,  
except myself when I scraped a knee  
or wanted the flashy toy I saw on the television.  
The bedroom phone hung off the receiver.  
No voice at the other end, not my father's 
or that man she kisses, whom I called Uncle Babies 
because she calls him baby.  
The sharp beeping of a disconnected call  
was too audible—both sounds,  
the phone's and her's were new.  
She pulled a thread loose from the comforter  
until she could wind it around her index finger.  
I placed my arms around her freckled neck  
because that's what she did when I was sad,  
then continued looking for the misplaced Barbie. 
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Dress Up 
 
My mom and I played dress up on Sunday night. I had to go back to school in the 
morning. I’d been out the past week, sick with chicken pocks. She took off from 
work and stayed home with me all week, feeding me, reading to me, rubbing that 
stinky lotion all over me so I wouldn’t scratch.  
 
It was the last time her and I had spent quality time together. The years that 
followed had been full of busy schedules, double shifts, homework, and puberty. 
We drifted apart. It was mostly my fault. I’d thought I’d reached some level of 
adulthood, one step closer to being a man. I was a miniature man, not fully formed 
but getting there. I tried switching my allegiances, latching on to my father as if he 
could somehow guide me the rest of the way into adulthood. I thought I was ready 
to be on the men’s team. It didn’t work out quite like planned. He was even quieter 
with me than with mother. His main source of conversation was complaining, 
about long hours at the factory and small paychecks, about a rotten past filled with 
regrets. When I looked into his eyes for something, anything, he couldn’t reach 
down to my level, my innocence frightened him, threatened his hard exterior. In 
trying to grow closer to my father I had abandoned my mother, left her alone, 
drifting aimlessly through her monotonous days filled with taking care of two 
dependent man boys. 
 
It was a special day for both of us. The Academy Awards show was on that night. 
Movies were what had bonded us. My mom introduced me to classic films. Black 
and white examples of the type of man that she hoped I would turn into. It was her 
subtle way of making sure I didn’t end up like my father. She pointed out the grace 
of Cary Grant, the willful determination of John Wayne, the grace of Paul 
Newman, and the passion of Marlon Brando. 
 
Dad was still at work, or maybe at a bar. She said that she was going to put on her 
best dress, do herself up nice and good with all the trimmings. Makeup, earrings, 
necklace the few nice pieces of jewelry she had were family heirlooms, left to her 
in lieu of money or property. I was still a momma’s boy at the time. All she needed 
to do was give me that look. That excited look when her eyes would open up real 
wide and almost shimmer. It got me excited in a way dad never seemed to get 
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when around me. I rushed down the hall into my room. She yelled out for us to 
meet in her room in twenty minutes. “Be there or be square,” she shouted as I dove 
into my closet looking for the one nice suit I had, a gift from my mother’s crazy 
sister who lived out in California. 
 
She looked beautiful, younger somehow. Her eyes were bright with life, cheeks a 
rosy hue of playfulness. She wore a long, black gown that I’d never seen before. 
Her jewelry was shinny, sparkling under the gleam of the overhead light. She was 
still fixing herself up in the mirror when she turned to look at me. 
“Look at my handsome boy. You look absolutely marvelous, so grown up!” 
She bent down and gave me a wet, sloppy kiss on my cheek. 
“Mom, come on, that tickles. We’re supposed to be playing. I’m a famous actor!” 
 
She took a step back, trying her hardest to swallow her motherly instincts and 
follow her boy’s lead. 
 
“And who, may I ask, am I?” She asked, primping her hair with one hand, the 
other on her hip in a dramatic pose. 
 
“Well you’re an equally famous  actress. In fact, we just finished filming a hugely 
popular movie where we were the leads. Everyone wants our autograph and 
everyone takes our picture, even when we go out to the store.” 
 
“I see. Well, shall we? I think the crowd is waiting for us downstairs. I can hear 
them buzzing about, ready with their cameras and microphones, anxious for us.” 
 
I followed her lead out of the bedroom and down the steps. That night they were no 
longer creaky old scuffed up pieces of wood. They were elegant, white marble 
steps draped with a red velvet carpet, imaginary magical fabric that hid our 
collective inadequacy as a family. I felt wobbly, unsure of myself, on the make 
believe footing. The dress shoes, which I’d only worn once before, were stiff and 
tight, seemingly unwilling to mold to my feet’s contours. I could feel the formation 
of future blisters but braved it out. I didn’t know the next time my mother would be 
in her playful mood and I couldn’t afford to wait. 
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Halfway down she stopped and looked back up at me. The light overhead shone on 
her hair, washing away the gray strands borne from years of trying to maintain a 
decrepit house. She smiled, not a forced gesture but one that seemed natural, in a 
way that I’d never seen before from her. At the foot of the steps the real game 
began. We pretended that throngs of media were on either side, eager for a piece of 
us. She clicked her tongue against the roof of her mouth to produce the clicks of 
the cameras. I started to wave and smile, rotating my head as if it were on a swivel 
as we slowly traipsed through the living room. In the background, on the 
television, a man was reporting live from the actual red carpet. We followed his 
lead, acting as if he were talking to us. 
 
We stopped in the kitchen, by the table, to give an interview. After all we couldn’t 
afford to answer all the reporter’s questions or we’d never make it inside in time. 
Mom lowered her voice, creating a deeper, foreign sound. She was playing 
reporter. 
 
“So here we have Wilson Hart with us. Mr. Hart it’s a pleasure. First off, what are 
you wearing?” 
She was trying to stump me, her version of a pop quiz. 
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My Begonias  
 
You've emptied your excess Budweiser into the flower bed,  
ending the conversation. You haven't any concern  
for my begonias or that the mulch reeks of malt liquor 
and menthol. It has become apparent our opinions  
differ about these sort of things: the variance between  
mostly sunny and partly cloudy, how many drinks actually  
constitute too many, the begonia's optimistic yellow  
eyes and wild blooms. You couldn't bear their fluorescent  
colors and insisted on anchoring your roots with the ferns  
settled below the porch steps, pretending to avoid me  
or the sun. You've grown through the Earth's core,  
to China, and I've tried to shovel you back out. You are 
a worthless nocturnal flower, still beautiful to admire,  
all muscular limbs and strange petals curled, folded 
underneath that quilt you can't seem to sleep without.  
I hate each frayed, embroidered flower and vine and how they  
remind me of the overwhelming dark of your bedroom 
and the nights when you didn't raise your voice, and I wanted 
nothing except to bury myself like the garden mole  
between the bed and wall or move the lit end of a cigarette  
too close to a loose thread and watch the brightness  
consume the room. Instead I keep to my side of the bed  
unsure if I want you to remove the blankets and undress  
or sleep through the whole night because we are perfect 
for each other and especially quiet when you stay planted in bed— 
I need to go outside, find a hobby; I'll settle on gardening.  
I'll buy a green plastic trowel and a how-to book,  
suggested in some home and garden magazine. It'll say  
to talk to my plants: they'll grow fuller, healthier or, at least, be less lonely.  
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Small Treasures of Stability 
 
Getting off the school bus he inhaled deeply at the sight of her car in the driveway. 
It was a blue Cadillac, a real piece of junk. The metal was rusted on the edges, 
making it look like the underbelly of an idle boat in a harbor collecting barnacles. 
The heater didn’t work, the windows were busted making winter driving 
impossible, and the brakes squealed like a dying pig. The back bumper was full of 
dents and various colors from other cars. She always got into accidents; usually 
after leveling off. That was her term for it, her way of making it sound normal. She 
hadn’t used the car in a while because she had her license taken away. 
 
The front door was unlocked, as it always was, and the first thing that he noticed 
was the lack of noise throughout the house. She was probably passed out. She 
claimed her doctors said she needed to nap daily. He always found it weird that 
despite being unemployed she was always tired. For a while he thought that she 
was mad at him but he later found out that it was the alcohol. He’s still not sure 
what’s worse. 
 
She was snoring on the couch. An empty bottle of liquor was on the ground in 
front of her and the television was tuned into a soap opera. The show was one of 
the only things that brought a smile to her face. 
 
He tiptoed his way past her to the kitchen and started making something to eat. If 
he didn’t no one else would. 
 
“Who’s there?” She yelled. 
 
“It’s just me. I’m making a snack.” 
 
He was hoping that she would go back to sleep. She didn’t and struggled to get to 
her feet.  
 
“Well why do you have to be so fucking loud about it? You know that I have to get 
my sleep.” 
 
“Sorry, I didn’t mean to.” 
 
“That’s your problem, you never mean to. Wait a minute, what are you doing here, 
don’t you have school?” 
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“It’s four o’clock, school is over,” he said.  
 
She stumbled towards the kitchen. He tried his best to remain calm. Already he 
could see the thick vein in the middle of her forehead beginning to bulge. 
 
“Get the hell out my sight! It’s bad enough you woke me up, now you’re giving me 
a headache.” 
 
He silently nodded and began to make his way to his room. He stepped lightly, 
staying on the tips of his feet, not wanting to make any noise. 
 
The screaming began as he was doing his math homework. Barely audible at first, 
it grew louder with each word. She had a way of becoming angrier, and louder, as 
she spoke, like when she would turn up the volume to some old song in the car. 
 
“You little prick, what did you do with my alcohol?” 
 
He knew better than to answer. When her anger turned to blind rage, her questions 
became rhetorical. Besides, nothing he could say would calm her. 
 
It was like a cat and mouse game when she was like this. He had to cower away to 
some corner of the house and wait out her outburst and then, when it was quiet he 
could show his face again. He’d gotten good at playing hide and seek when he 
went to his friends’ houses or on the playground. So good in fact, that no one 
wanted to play if he was doing the hiding. 
 
He double checked to make sure his bedroom door was locked. He fell to the floor 
slowly, keeping his back against the grainy wood of the door. The feeling, as he 
slid down to the ground, pricked his back. The pain felt good, a momentary 
distraction from reality. 
 
He began to sob. He let the warm tears fall down his face until they reached his 
quivering lips. They tasted salty and bitter. A reminder of his lost childhood, an 
explanation for why his father had left a long time ago. He wanted to leave with his 
dad, but he was too young to have a say. He wondered if his dad had started a new 
family by now, if by creating a replacement one he could finally erase them from 
his memory. 
 
He wanted to make a run for it himself. He knew he could reach the front door 
before she got to him. He even knew where she hid a spare set of car keys. He’d 
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driven it plenty of times in the past. His mom had made him drive her to the liquor 
store. He could barely see over the steering wheel. Propped up by a phone book, 
hands shaky, more nervous of his mom sitting next to him than the other cars on 
the road. 
 
The yelling stopped. It was followed by a low, subtle, sobbing, echoing throughout 
the decrepit house, pinning off of each paint peeled wall. The crying rang through 
the house long past sundown. It was safe to sleep now. She’d worn herself out; her 
temper tantrum was about finished. He got under his sheets and pulled his blankets 
up to his chin as if it were some kind of protective shield. He forced his eyes shut 
and willed himself to sleep. 
 
The alarm clock buzzed, acting as a cattle prod, and he sprang to attention. His 
sheets were soaked in cold sweat from the night before. He still couldn’t shake the 
initial intensity of the nightmares that had begun just before dad left. The radio was 
playing a Billy Joel song. He was singing of a drunk, painting a happy, top forty, 
portrait of the hell that the boy was living through. He’d gotten used to sleeping 
with the radio on, volume low enough to keep his mom from hearing but loud 
enough to quiet his internal fears. It drowned out the thoughts, replaced them with 
someone else’s stories. 
 
He crept up the carpeted stairs towards the kitchen. He could hear humming 
coming from above. She was standing at the oven, her back facing him. She turned 
as he took a seat at the table. 
 
“Good morning sweetie. How did you sleep?” 
 
She was happy, a completely different look in her eye. She brought over a plate of 
soggy scrambled eggs and burnt bacon to him. She leaned in and gave him a kiss 
on his forehead. He could smell fresh liquor on her breath. She had started today’s 
bottle a little early. Still freshly drunk where she was in a nice mood. He soaked in 
this mood for as long as he could knowing it was only temporary. Later she would 
revert to her alter ego. 
 
Living with her made him realize, a long time ago, that he had to make the most of 
these small, daily, treasures of stability. 
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